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ABSTRACT

There are a number of puzzles concerning physics on the scale of nanometers to femtometers, including the neutron lifetime, the proton charge
radius, and the possible existence of the deep Dirac level. With the development of high-intensity laser technology, lasers today can induce
extremely strong electromagnetic fields. Electrons in the deep shells of atoms as well as the atomic nucleus itself can be affected by these fields.
This may provide a new experimental platform for studies of physical processes on the femto- to nanometer scale, where atomic physics and
nuclear physics coexist. In this paper, we review possible new opportunities for studying puzzles on the femto- to nanometer scale using high-
intensity lasers.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0059405

I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic physics, which has a typical scale of nanometers, and
nuclear physics, which has a typical scale of femtometers, have been
studied for over a century. The α-particle backscattering experiment
performed by Ernest Rutherford in 1909 led to the birth of the nuclear
model of the atom,1 which was a major step toward how we see the
atom today: a nucleus with a diameter of the order of femtometers
surrounded by an electron cloud with a diameter of the order of
nanometer. It might appear as if, after more than 100 years, physical
phenomena on the femto- to nanometer scale (FNMS) are well
understood. However, the fact is that we are far from such a full
understanding.

On the FNMS, the laws of both atomic physics and nuclear
physics play important roles. On this scale, the forces involved are
relatively simple compared with those in nuclei: beyond the nuclear
surface, the influence of the strong force decreases very rapidly, and
normally only the electromagnetic force governs the dynamics of
electrons. However, in some cases, if a nucleus is radioactive, the

weak force can also play an important role. In spite of the simple
forces involved, on the FNMS, there are still many puzzling phe-
nomena. These include the proton charge radius puzzle,2 the
neutron decay lifetime puzzle,3,4 and the deep Dirac level puzzle.5

Studies of these puzzles may lead to a deeper understanding of the
structure of matter and may even reveal new physics beyond the
Standard Model.

The development of high-intensity laser technology has
provided a unique approach to the investigation of physics on the
FNMS. Without any doubt, lasers are very useful tools for studying
physics on very small spatial and temporal scales. One can deduce the
structures of molecules and atoms by using narrowband lasers.6 On
very short timescales, one can deduce chemical bond dynamics by
using picosecond and/or femtosecond lasers.7 Because of their
enveloping electron clouds, nuclei are well shielded and have not been
thoroughly studied. With high-intensity lasers, however, atoms can
become highly ionized, and nuclei then become important. Despite
this, the new opportunities on the FNMS presented by the availability
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of such lasers, connecting atomic physics nuclear physics, have not yet
been fully exploited.

In this paper, we will first review several puzzles that exist on the
FNMS. We will then review several theoretical tools that can be
applied on the FNMS to analyze many-body systems involving
photons (lasers), electrons, and nuclei. Applications, including nu-
clear clocks and nuclear batteries, will also be discussed.

II. PUZZLES ON THE FNMS

A. Neutron lifetime

A free neutron will decay into a proton, electron, and anti-
neutrino through the weak interaction, n→p + e + �ve. The neutron
decay lifetime is very important in fields such as particle physics and
astrophysics.8 In particle physics, the neutron lifetime plays a critical
role in determining basic parameters such as the quarkmixing angles,
quark coupling constants, and cross sections related to weak p–n
interactions.9,10 In nuclear astrophysics, the neutron lifetime deter-
mines the speed of nucleosynthesis in the Big Bang and in the stars. In
the first few seconds after the Big Bang, protons and neutrons were
formed. A few minutes later, as the universe expanded, its temper-
ature dropped below the photodissociation threshold for deuterons,
the equilibrium ratio of protons and neutrons was broken, and
primordial nucleosynthesis started. A precise value of the neutron
lifetime is an important input parameter for calculations of pri-
mordial nucleosynthesis.

It is very interesting that a consistent experimental value of the
neutron lifetime has yet to be obtained. Different values have been
found by different groups using different techniques.

Two major types of experiments have been performed to
measure the neutron lifetime: beam experiments, which use neutron
fluxes, and bottle experiments, which use ultra-cold neutrons con-
fined in containers.3,4 After many years of effort, the neutron lifetime
measured with the beam method is (888.1 ± 2.0) s, while with the
bottle method it is (879.45 ± 0.58) s.11 The difference between the
averages from the two methods is (8.7 ± 2.1) s, which is 4.1σ. This
persistent disagreement may be related to an unknown process in
neutron decay, or even to physics beyond the Standard Model.

The neutron decay n→p + e + �ve involves the weak interaction,
and the weak interaction has effects both on the nuclear scale and on
the atomic scale, in other words, the FNMS. Therefore, a deeper study
on the FNMS might help to resolve the neutron lifetime puzzle.

B. Deep Dirac level

The so-called deep Dirac level (DDL) is another very interesting
puzzle arising on the FNMS. The history of the DDL can be traced
back to the time when the Dirac equation was first established. As is
now well known, one “unphysical” solution was interpreted as
corresponding to the positron. In fact, there is another “unphysical”
solution, namely, the DDL, which is not so well known and has
generally been rejected as having no physical significance. However, it
has attracted some attention over the years, and claims have been
made that the DDL, like the “unphysical” solution corresponding to
the positron, may indeed be related to a physical state.

The Dirac equation for an electronmoving around a nucleus can
be written as12

[α · p + βM + V(r)]Ψ � EΨ. (1)

Here, the Dirac matrices are

α � 0 σ
σ 0

( ), β � I 0
0 −I( ), (2)

where σ is the Paulimatrix and I the unitmatrix, andV(r)�−ZαZc/r is
the Coulomb potential, where α is the fine structure constant, r is the
distance between the electron and the nucleus, and Z is the charge of
the nucleus. The Dirac equation (1) has the solution

Ψ � g(r)Ωjlm(θ, ϕ)
if(r)Ωj�lm(θ,ϕ)( ), j � l ± 1

2
, l +�l � 2j, (3)

where Ωjlm are two-component angular momentum spinors. With
the ansatz f } rγ and g } rγ, one has1

γ � ±

�������������
j + 1

2
( )2 −Z2α2

√
. (4)

It is argued that the expectation value of the Coulomb energy is
given by

EC � ∫Ψ† −
Ze2

r
( )Ψ d3r

� ∫(f2 + g2) −
Ze2

r
( )d3r

}∫ r2γ −
Ze2

r
( )d3r. (5)

For negative γ, one has EC|γ<−1/2→∞, which is unphysical. However,
this infinity comes from the point-like potentialV(r)�−ZαZc/r, i.e., the
assumption that the nucleus is a point charge. If instead it is assumed
that the nucleus has a finite charge radius, the singularity is removed,
and EC is finite too. The problem then becomes one of matching the
solutions inside and outside the nucleus on the surface of the nucleus.13

One can see the unconventional solution more clearly from the
Klein–Gordon equation. It is well known that the Dirac equation can
be transformed into the Klein–Gordon equation by taking the squares
of both sides of Eq. (1),

∇2 + [V(r)− iZzt]2 −M2{ }Ψ � 0. (6)

In spherical coordinates, this can be written as

1
r

z

zr
r2

z

zr
( ) + 1

r2 sin θ
z

zθ
sin θ

z

zθ
( )[

+ 1

r2 sin2 θ

z2

zϕ2
+ (iZzt −V)2 −M2⎤⎦ ψ(r, θ, ϕ) � 0. (7)

The total wave function ψ(r, θ, ϕ, t) can be written as

ψ(r, θ,ϕ, t) � R(r, t)
r

Ylm(θ, ϕ) � R(r, t)
r

Θ(θ)Φ(ϕ). (8)

Here, R(r, t), Θ(θ), and Φ(ϕ) are solutions of the equations

d2

dr2
+ (iZzt −V)2 −M2 −

l(l + 1)
r2

[ ]R(r, t) � 0, (9a)
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d2Θ(θ)
dθ2

+ cotθ
dΘ(θ)
dθ

l(l + 1)− m2

sin2 θ
[ ]Θ(θ) � 0, (9b)

d2Φ(ϕ)
dϕ2

+m2Φ(ϕ) � 0. (9c)

In the case l � 0, Eq. (9a) has the solution14

R(r, t) � r−γ/2−10 r(γ−1)/2e−r/r0
2−γ/2

��������
πΓ(γ + 2)√ e−iE0t/Z, (10)

where Γ(x) is the gamma function and

E0 � m0c
2 Zα��������

(1− γ)/2√ , r0 � Z

m0c

1��������
(1− γ)/2√ . (11)

As in the case of the Dirac equation, the negative-branch
γ � −

��������
1− 4Z2α2

√
solution is the “unphysical” one.1 The energy,

orbit, and wave function can be simplified as

E#0 � m0c
2Zα ≃ m0c

2 − (511− 3.72Z) keV, (12)

r#0 ≃
Z

m0c
≃ 0.003 9Å, (13)

R#(r, t) ≃ r−1e−r/r
#
0�����

2πr#0

√ e−iE
#
0 t/Z. (14)

It can be seen that limr→0R
# � ∞. However, the singularity can be

removed if the nucleus is not assumed to be a point-like particle as
described by the potential V(r) � −ZαZc/r. The wave function itself is
also square-integrable, i.e., ∫|Ψ|2d3r � 1. Furthermore, one can check
thatEC in Eq. (5) is alsofinite if Eqs. (8) and (14) are substituted into it.

It is worth noting that a solution of a Klein–Gordon equation is
not automatically a solution of the corresponding Dirac equation. An
experimental discovery of an electron state corresponding to the
Klein–Gordon equation but not to the Dirac equation might give a
hint that under symmetry breaking, an electron is intermediate
between a fermion and a boson.

The existence of theDDLhas been a subject of theoretical debate,
and there have been claims that the DDL is responsible for some
experimentally observed phenomena,15–17 although these claims have
been questioned.18–22 New sensitive experimental detection methods
are needed.

As one can see, taking Z � 1 as an example, in the case of the
DDL, the electron is deeply bound, with an energy of 0.5073 MeV,
compared with the well-known Bohr ground-state value of 13.6 eV.
The orbit of theDDL is only about 390 fm from thenucleus, compared
with theBohr ground-state orbit of 0.53 Å (5.33 104 fm). InRef. 5, the
authors proposed the electron capture lifetime as a novel indicator of
the existence of the DDL. Because the DDL orbit is so close to the
nucleus, the probability of the electron being captured is dramatically
enhanced.

C. Proton charge diameter

Neutrons and protons are fundamental building blocks of the
visible matter around us. However, despite the many years that have

passed since their discovery (that of the proton being credited to
Rutherford in 1917 and that of the neutron to Chadwick in 1932), our
knowledge of some basic physical quantities related to these particles
is still incomplete. Measurements of the proton charge radius have
been carried out since the 1950s,2,23 but some mysteries remain with
regard to this quantity.

The proton charge radius can be determined using two main
experimental techniques: electron–proton (e–p) elastic scattering,
and high-resolution spectroscopy of electronic andmuonic hydrogen
atoms. These different techniques result in conflicting values for the
proton charge radius. Over ten different electronic transitions have
been measured in electronic hydrogen, as well as in muonic hy-
drogen,2 and most electronic hydrogen results are compatible with
the muonic hydrogen ones within 1.5σ. However, in the case of e–p
elastic scattering, the results fromdifferent groups differ by asmuch as
5σ.2 This conflict represents a major problem in proton structure
physics. Its resolutionmay lead to new discoveries concerning proton
and hydrogen atom structure on the FNMS.

To resolve the disagreement between the various results, a better
understanding may be needed of the structure on the FNMS. For
example, if the DDL exists, the two processes of the e–p scattering and
the Lamb shift of the hydrogen atom could give different results for
the proton charge radius. On the one hand, a precise value for this
radius would provide input to help solve other puzzles on the FNMS;
on the other hand, new structures such as the DDL might help to
resolve the proton size puzzle.

III. MECHANISMS ON THE FNMS

A. NEEC and NEET

Internal conversion is a well-known nuclear decay process. An
excited nucleusmay kick off an electron from the ith atomic shell with
branching ratio κi, or a γ photon with branching ratio κγ. The internal
conversion coefficient αT is defined as24

αT ��
i
αi ��

i

κi
κγ
. (15)

For many nuclear isomers, αT is much larger than 1, which means
that it is very difficult for the nucleus to decay through the channel
N*→N + γ, and the channelN*→N + e is preferred. Therefore, for

FIG. 1. Atomic and nuclear states involved in a NEEC transition. Initially, the electron
is unbound and the nucleus is in its ground state, whereas in the final state, the
electron is bound and the nucleus is excited to a higher-energy state.
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an αT ≫ 1 nucleus N, the inverse process e + N→ N* is a much more
efficient way to excite N than γ + N → N*. If initially the electron is
free and then becomes bound to the atom (Fig. 1),

N + e(free) →N* + e(bound), (16)

the process is called nuclear excitation by electron capture
(NEEC).25,26 If initially the electron is bound and then moves to a
deeper atomic level (Fig. 2),

N + e(bound 1) →N* + e(bound 2), (17)

the process is called nuclear excitation by electron transfer
(NEET).27–30

The NEEC process was first proposed by Goldanskii and
Namiot.31 Based on Fermi’s golden rule, one may write the NEEC
cross section as25,26,32

σNEEC(E) � (2πZ)2
2meE

2Jf + 1

2Ji + 1
ΓeJi → Jf

Γtot
(E−Er)2 + (Γtot/2)2, (18)

whereme is the electron mass, Ji and Jf are the initial and final nuclear
spins, Γtot is the total transitionwidth, ΓeJi → Jf

is the transitionwidth of
Ji → Jf, E is the energy, and Er is the resonance energy.

The NEET process was first proposed by Morita and Otozai.30

In the weak-coupling limit (κ → 0), the NEET cross section can be
written as28

σκ→ 0
NEET � ΓiΓf

Γi
κ2

(Ei −Ef)2 + (Γtot/2)2, (19)

where κ� 〈f |i〉, with i and f representing the initial andfinal states, Γ is
the transition width, and E is the binding energy.

In a laser–plasma environment, where there are a lot of energetic
electrons, NEEC and NEET may dominate the generation of nuclear
isomers through the reactions shown in Eqs. (16) and (17).

B. Electron bridge

As with the NEET andNEEC processes, the electron bridge (EB)
process can be the dominant channel for a nuclear isomer that has a
resonance channel available33,34

The EB process is shown in Fig. 3. Initially, the electron involved
is in a lower bound state with energy Ee0, and the nucleus is in the
ground state. The electron may absorb one or even two photons with
energies Ep1 (and Ep2 if two photons are absorbed) and jump to a

virtual state E*
e. If Ee0 + Ep1 + Ep2 � E*

e � Em, where Em is the excited
energy of the nuclear isomer, the nucleus can jump up to the cor-
responding isomeric state resonantly.

The EB process has the following advantages. First, it enables the
study of isomers with relatively large Em. At present, optical lasers
with photon energies Ep higher than tens of electron volts are not
available. Free-electron lasers (FELs) may have higher photon en-
ergies, but also have much larger bandwidths.35 Thus, by choosing an
appropriate ΔE � Ep1 + Ep2, one can study isomers with higher Em.
Second, the EB process can greatly improve the photon absorption
cross section. In fact, even if one has a laser with a photon energy
Ep � Em, the photon absorption cross section σγ of the reaction γ + X
→ X(*) is still very small, mainly because of the very small nuclear
diameter. However, with the EBmechanism, the enhancement factor
can be increased by a factor of between 10 and 109.36,37 The en-
hancement factor for a single EB can be written as36

REB ≡
σEB

σγ
}
ΓEBΓ2l
Γγ

, (20)

where σEB is the cross section through the EB mechanism, Γl is the
linewidth of the laser, ΓEB is the nuclear EB-decay channel width, and
Γγ is the nuclear γ-decay channel width. For the two-photon EB, the
dependence is similar to that in the one-photon case.37

IV. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS RELATED TO THE FNMS

A. Nuclear clocks

Clocks are fundamental devices for physics: without precise
clocks, there would be nomodern physics. From ancient sundials and
sandglasses to modern atomic clocks, clocks have become more and
more accurate, and the search goes on for ever more precision. In
2019, scientists from the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) demonstrated an Al+ clock with a total uncertainty of
9.4 3 10−19 s.38

Normally, a nuclear transition has a much smaller ΔE/E, where
ΔE is the spectral linewidth and E is the energy difference of the
transition. A smaller ΔE/Emeans a more accurate clock.39 Recently, a
transition in cesium atoms was found to have an uncertainty of 2.5
3 10−19 s.40 However, it has becomemore andmore difficult to find a

FIG. 2. Atomic and nuclear states involved in a NEET transition. Initially, the electron
is in a bound excited state and the nucleus is in the ground state, whereas in the final
state, the electron is in a lower-energy bound state and the nucleus is in an excited
state.

FIG. 3.Atomic and nuclear states involved in an EB transition. Initially, the electron is
in a bound state and the nucleus is in the ground state. When the electron absorbs a
photon (pink line) or two photons (green + pink lines), it is excited to a virtual higher
state. The electron may then drop to the ground state, while at the same time the
nucleus is excited to a higher-energy state.
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transition with an uncertainty smaller than the order of 10−19 s in
atoms. However, in nuclear isotopes, there are many transitions for
which ΔE/E is much smaller than in atoms, and it is expected that the
exploitation of nuclear transitions will lead to a new generation of
clocks, namely, nuclear clocks (or gamma clocks).

There are two nuclear isomers, 229mTh and 235mU, that appear to
be particularly promising for producing a nuclear clock. The isomer
229mTh has an excited energy of (8.10 ± 0.17) eV,41–44 while 235mU
has a higher excited energy of 76 eV.45 These energies are relatively
low and are reachable using current optical laser technology.

The ability to excite nuclei to their isomer states is the pre-
condition for making a nuclear clock. Limitations of laser technology
mean that laserswith appropriate wavelengths and precision tomatch
the isomeric energies are not currently available, and so indirect
excitation schemes such as NEEC, NEET, and EB are being inves-
tigated as alternatives.

B. Nuclear batteries

Physics on the FNMS has another application, namely, in nu-
clear batteries. Owing to their long lifetime, environmental stability,
and high energy density, nuclear batteries have been widely used in
aerospace, deep-sea and polar exploration, cardiac pacemakers, and
micro electric motors, among other applications.46,47 Many radio-
active materials can be used in nuclear batteries, including those
subject to α, β, or γ decay. Nuclear isomers are among these and have
advantages such as the ability to be recharged. In particular, 93mMo,
180mTa, and 178mHf are candidates for use in nuclear batteries. The
processes of NEET, NEEC, and EB may be used to enhance pro-
duction rates.

V. HIGH-INTENSITY LASERS AND THE FNMS

High-intensity laser facilities provide new opportunities to study
various physical processes happening on the FNMS, especially
nonlinear processes.

Most of the nucleus–laser interactions achievable with today’s
laser techniques are indirect. The current record laser intensity48 is
1.13 1023 W/cm2. The electric field of a laser can be written in terms
of its intensity I as

E � 27.43
I

[W/cm2]( )1/2

[V/cm]. (21)

As a classic limiting estimate, the Hamiltonian of nucleons (specif-
ically protons) in the nucleus has an extra term ΔH � e�iϕi(t), where
ϕi is the potential of the ith proton in the laser field. The order of
magnitude of the average potential 〈ΔH〉 can be estimated to be

ΔH � O(DeE), (22)

where D is the nuclear diameter and e is the electron charge. If take
I � 1023W/cm2 andD � 10 fm, then we haveΔH ≈ 10 eV. One can see
that low-lying levels like those in 229Th (8.1 eV) and 235U (74 eV)
might possibly be excited directly by the strongest laser currently
available. In fact, this estimate is only an upper limit, and recently Au
ions with charge states up to 72+ have been observed using lasers with
intensity of the order of 1022 W/cm2.49,50 It is still very difficult in
practice to fully strip electrons from a nucleus, and if the electrons are
not fully stripped, then the electric field in Eq. (22) will be weakened

by the electron cloud. Furthermore, most nuclear excited states are in
the keV and MeV ranges. Therefore, until the Schwinger limit,51

corresponding to 2.33 1029 W/cm2 (or E � 1.33 1016 V/cm), can be
achieved, it will not be possible formost nuclear isotopes to be excited
directly by lasers.

Indirect nucleus–laser interaction could be huge owing to the
resonance mechanisms involved in NEEC, NEET, and EB. For the
NEEC and NEET processes, electrons with energy of the order of keV
are needed. One can estimate the order of magnitude of the electron
energy using a formula similar to Eq. (22):

Ee � O(λeE), (23)

where λ is the laser wavelength. The physical meaning of Ee is the
order of magnitude of the energy of one electron driven by a laser
during one cycle of the laser’s electromagnetic field oscillation. In fact,
in a typical high-intensity laser experiment, the electron temperature
can easily reach the keV level.52 At the same time, atoms are ionized to
high charge states. Therefore, a laser-induced plasma is an ideal
platform for studies of NEEC and NEET.53,54

Furthermore, as shown in Eqs. (18)–(20), NEEC, NEET, and EB
processes are highly dependent on the nuclear decay width. In a
plasma or in high-intensity laser fields, without the shielding from the
electron cloud, the nuclei can experience a relatively strong time-
dependent potentialΔV(t). This extraΔV(t) may broaden the bound-
state width. Considering the fact that many nuclear isomers have
energy widths that aremuch smaller than an electron volt, an eV-level
extra potential ΔV(t), as estimated by Eq. (22), could dramatically
improve absorption widths.

Normally, for the EB process, narrowband photon sources are
needed. However, in a laser-induced plasma, the atomic, as well as
nuclear, absorption lines are broadened owing to the Doppler
effect.55–58 Furthermore, one nonlinear process, namely, the surface
enhancement effect,59may also be used to enhance the EB effect when a
high-intensity laser is used. It is well known that with surface-enhanced
Raman scattering, Raman spectra have a sensitivity that is improved
by a factor of more than 1010 compared with ordinary ones, enabling
the detection of single molecules.6 This nonlinear effect can also im-
prove the NEEC, NEET, and EB processes in laser-induced plasmas.

To observe the NEEC, NEET, and EB processes in laser-induced
plasmas experimentally, the nuclear isomers to be studied, as well as
the intensities of the inducing lasers, need to be chosen carefully. As
discussed earlier, experimental observation of the NEEC, NEET, or
EB processes will be easier for isomers with internal conversion
coefficient αT ≫ 1. It is well known that internal conversion coeffi-
cients αT are energy-dependent and atomic-shell-dependent.24 For
example, in the case of a Z � 10 nucleus, for the E3 transition, with γ
energy Eγ � 1.5 keV, the internal conversion coefficient of the K shell
can be as high as αK � 43 107, while that of the L3 shell is only about
αL3 � 18. Therefore, if the temperature of a laser-induced plasma is
not high enough, the electrons occupying the corresponding shell
cannot be excited, and one cannot then observe the expected pro-
cesses. For different atoms, the charge states can be different. The
plasma temperature depends on the intensity of the inducing laser
and the nature of the target structure (e.g., its thickness and whether it
is in the form of a foam or nanowires). Therefore, the appropriate
intensity of the lasers that is used to induce the plasma can also differ.
Today, lasers with relativistic strength arewidely available. Atoms can
be excited to charge states over 20+ with modern lasers.
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Furthermore, relativistic lasers can trigger the γ → e+ + e− re-
action, whichmay offer a way to investigate the existence of the DDL.
Once an e+e− pair has been produced, the e− may remain in the DDL
orbit. If the nucleus is in an excited state, specifically a nuclear isomer
state, and decays through orbital electron capture, the decay lifetime
of the nucleus could then be dramatically different, given that an
electron in the DDL is much closer to the nucleus than one in the K
shell or another atomic shell. The closer an electron is to the nucleus,
themore easily will it be captured. It is estimated that the lifetime of an
electron in the DDL will be reduced by a factor of 1000.5 The dis-
coveries of new structures at the atomic level may help to solve the
neutron lifetime and proton charge radius puzzles.

VI. SUMMARY

We have reviewed some puzzles that may be related to the
FNMS. These concern the possible existence of the so-called deep
Dirac level, the neutron lifetime, and the proton size. It is suspected
that there may be some as-yet unknown physical processes that occur
on the FNMS.We have also reviewed themechanisms linking nuclear
decays to atomic structures, namely, NEEC, NEET, and the EB
process. For an excited nucleus with β-related decay channels, the
nucleus and the electrons interact via the weak force, and NEEC,
NEET, and the EB process can be used to investigate the resulting
behavior. From an experimental point of view, currently available
high-intensity lasers are still not strong enough to have a direct effect
on nucleons in the nucleus. However, they will have direct effects on
the electrons bound to a nucleus. Given the role of electrons in the
weak interaction, high-intensity laser facilities may play a critical role
in studies of the puzzles on the FNMS.
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